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Social Media Overview

In order to broaden its reach in the Oregon 
wine community, strengthen existing 
relationships and forge new ones, Eola Hills 
Winery must utilize social media. Social 
media can reach a targeted audience of  wine 
lovers and give Eola Hills Winery a unique 
voice in the wine community. Social media 
can tell the story of  the Eola Hills culture and 
create new channels of  two-way 
communication to dialogue with current and 
future publics.

Eola Hills offers more than just wine; it offers 
an Oregon wine experience. Its venue space, 

biweekly brunch, numerous events and free 
wine tasting opportunities are valuable experiences for any wine and gourmet event lover. Eola 
Hills has the goal of  positioning itself  as a winery that does not just sell wine, but sells a complete 
Northwest experience. Embracing social media can help Eola Hills Winery accomplish this goal 
by providing valuable information as to the vast opportunities the winery has to offer. By creating 
an online presence. This online community can encourage wine lovers to make Eola Hills a 
“must-stop” on their wine tours around Oregon wine country.

Other wineries have started using social media, like blogging and Twitter, to add value online 
and offline to customers and fans of  their vineyards and wineries. Eola Hills does not currently 
have any social media presence and should begin building its brand online to reach the vast 
online audience - and the target audience of  Eola Hills - using social media. 
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Target Audiences
Young “up-and-coming” Oregon wine novices

Eola Hills should tap into the audience of  Oregon young professionals, who are newbies to the 
wine scene but are interested in becoming involved in Oregon wine culture. These young 
professionals are between the ages of  25-40. They have completed college or graduate school 
and can be found living and working in urban areas like 
the metropolitan Portland or Salem. They are looking to 
escape for a relaxing weekend adventure in the western 
wine valley and take a break from the quick pace of  the 
city and their draining work week. Couples do not yet have 
children or have chosen not to have children, and these 
young professionals also enjoy wine tasting with groups of  
friends. Young engaged couples may also be looking for 
wedding venues. They are just beginning to enjoy the finer 
things in life, including great wine. Having spent some time 
in the workforce, they are starting to earn middle-to-upper 
incomes, over $50,000, in their careers, and are now able to 
spend money on leisure activities like wine tasting. These young professionals are tech savvy, 
have an online presence and utilize social media. The authors of  “The Oregon Wine Blog” 
describe this category of  wine lovers as “young adult, up-and-coming, nearly snooty winos.” 
They are jumping into the Oregon wine scene and enjoy wine tasting primarily on the weekends 
during the warm-weather months. While they are interested in learning about wine, they are 
more interested in having fun with a relaxing wine tasting experience. They are unlikely to invest 
heavily in wine packages or wine clubs and have not yet developed loyalty to any particular 
winery or even a specific type of  wine.

Native Oregon wine enthusiasts

These serious wine enthusiasts are adults and retirees, between 40-65 and primarily Caucasian, 
who have long been fans of  wine and are now looking to deepen their knowledge of  wine and 
viticulture. They are highly educated, having completed undergraduate or graduate school, and 
have successful careers or are recently retired. They are most likely couples; if  parents, they are 
empty nesters looking to broaden their horizons in all that their local area has to offer. These 

enthusiasts participate in wine activities during the week as 
well as the weekend, and are active in the Oregon wine 
scene all year long. They live in all areas of  Oregon - 
urban, suburban and rural - and earn a middle-to-upper 
income, over $50,000. They spend more money on wine 
culture than their younger counterparts and are more likely 
to engage in educational wine activities. They have a 
refined palette for wine and are loyalty to particular types 
of  wine.
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These wine enthusiasts have the time to read wine magazines and visit wine blogs and they enjoy 
self-educating on the art of  wine. The demographic for www.oregonwine.org, which draws an 
estimated 6,800 visitors to its site every month, fits this demographic: most likely female; over the 
age of  35; Caucasian with no children; makes more than $60,000 per year; and has graduated 
from college or graduate school. Almost identical demographics make up the audience for 
popular national wine websites: www.foodandwine.com draws an estimated 775,000 visitors 
every month and www.wineenthusiast.com draws an estimated 77,000 visitors to its site every 
month.

The Social Media Strategy

Young “up and coming” Oregon wine novices

Objective: Increase attendance to the The Eola Hills Winery biweekly Sunday brunch by 20 
percent by May 31, 2010.

Strategy: To attract young professionals to the weekly brunch and other Eola Hills events, the 
winery will utilize the microblogging platform Twitter. Using Twitter to connect with this 
audience will create a young vibe and fun culture for the winery. 
	
	 Active listening: Eola Hills will begin monitoring the Twitter presence of  other wineries to 
	 see how they engage publics through microblogging 	and leverage Twitter for event 
	 attendance. By following wineries and listening to how other wineries are building 
	 communities through Twitter, Eola Hills can find the best way to reach out to its target 
	 audience. Engaging in conversations on Twitter about Oregon wine will help Eola Hills 
	 understand the social media climate of  wine and better assess how to utilize this platform. 
	 Once the Twitter account is set up, the site will be monitored daily.

 Outreach & Engage: Eola Hills will begin by creating a Twitter account and then reach out 
 by tracking tweets that mention Eola Hill or other Oregon wine-related topic (like Pinot 
 Noir, for example). By responding to those tweets and following Twitterers who seem 
 interested in Oregon wine and wine tasting, Eola Hills will engage this audience by 
 creating dialogue about wine through Twitter and building relationships with these 
 Twitterers. The Twitter account should be monitored primarily by winery’s marketing or 
 public relations manager in order to keep consistency in the Twitter personality. It is 
 important that this person can dedicate the time necessary to engage in building a 
 community on Twitter. Because young professionals are less interested in the educational 
 aspect of  wine and more in the experience, Eola Hills should focus on using Twitter to 
 convey Eola Hills’ fun and youthful vibe and culture through Twitter. Twitpics can use 
 images to show the winery and tweet topics should include upcoming events and activities 
 and beginner information on wine.
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Negative buzz on Twitter: Eola Hills will respond to anyone who tweets about the winery, 
whether or not it is positive or negative. Eola Hills will respond to negative comments  in 
a timely fashion, and the winery should focus on creating a conversation through Twitter 
about what the winery can do to make the experience better. Direct messages can be 
used, but by responding publicly to negative comments Eola Hills will create a sense of  
transparency through this strategy. 

Tactics:

• Begin by setting up a Twitter account at www.twitter.com.
• Create a short biography and image background for the site that conveys a sense of

               sophistication and youthful culture.	
• Begin monitoring the Oregon wine Twitterverse; use keywords like Oregon wine and

              Pinot Noir to search for tweets and Twitterers of  interest; follow them.
• After following Twitterers that fit the target audience, send them a direct message 
inviting them to tour the winery and to attend the brunch. 

•Search for conversations with # followed by
  keywords like Pinot Noir, wine, winery or Eola Hills.
• Search for other local vineyards and wineries with
  a Twitter presence; follow them. 
• Upload images of  the winery, the vineyards and the   
  weekly brunch to Twitpics.
• Join the Twitter conversation about Oregon wines;
  begin linking to interesting wine articles and blogs,
  retweet tweets of  interest and respond to questions

	 	 	 	 	       and comments about Oregon wine culture in general.
• Follow couples who had their wedding at Eola Hills. Invite them to the brunch

	    through a direct message.
• Build Eola Hills’ Twitter brand: Focus on tweeting about weekend brunches, free wine

              tastings, wine club specials, new vintages, event venues, upcoming activities and
              information about Eola Hills. 

• Create a discount coupon for the brunch unique to Twitter.
• Send at least ten tweets a day. 
• Start conversations about the brunch by asking Twitter followers what their favorite

 	   food at the brunch is and what they would like to see/eat at future brunches.
• Set up Tweetdeck to send tweets and monitor activity of  different

              keywords.
• Be prepared to respond to negative buzz about the brunch or Eola Hills. 

Evaluation:

By May 31, 2010, Eola Hills will evaluate the success of  the objective and strategies by 
measuring the increase in attendance for the biweekly Sunday brunch. Quantitative success 
will be achieved if  Eola Hills has increased brunch attendance by 20 percent. Qualitative 
evaluation can be done by looking at the number of  tweets mentioning Eola Hills, links to Eola 
Hills’ Web site and retweets of  the winery’s tweets. If  the Twitter account offers any Twitter 
coupon for the brunch, evaluation of  success directly related to the Twitter account could be 
measured. After this period, Eola Hills will reevaluate its strategies and continue building its 
online community and brand via Twitter.
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Oregon wine enthusiasts

Objective: Increase membership in Eola Hills’ wine club by 25 percent by August 31, 2010.

Strategy: To engage experienced wine lovers and encourage them to join Eola Hills’ wine 
club, the winery will create a blog in order to convey the winery’s personality and educate fans 
and potential visitors on Oregon viticulture and the art of  making wine.
	  
	 Active Listening: Eola Hills will engage the blogosphere by first exploring other wine blogs. 
	 Monitoring wine blogs will help Eola Hills understand how this social media platform can 
	 create dialogue with key publics. By using blog search engines (like Technorati) Eola Hills 
	 can locate relevant blogs to begin monitoring. The winery will also comment on other 
	 blogs to engage in conversations about Oregon wine
            culture. 

	 Outreach & Engage: After monitoring 
	 relevant blogs, Eola Hills will 	create its 
	 own blog on its Web site. The blog will 
	 reach out to other blogs focused on 
	 Oregon wines and other social 
	 networking sites of  a similar nature. 
	 The blogs will be primarily 
	 educational, to teach wine lovers 
	 the more advanced and nuanced 
	 aspects of  wine. Contributors to 
	 the blog should vary, and can include 
	 the owner, manager, growers and vintners. Each member of  Eola Hills has a unique 
	 perspective and should contribute to the blog in order to weave the unique story, culture 
	 and history of  Eola Hills. The different staff  members can offer an enriching education 
	 for blog visitors. Potential blog posts include:

• seasonal wines and newly released vintages
• wine club benefits 
• wine parings for food
• the process of  growing and harvesting wine grapes (viticulture)
• general information on oenology (science of  wine and winemaking)
• different types of  wines
• Eola Hills Winery’s history
• wine glasses: how the shape of  the glass matters when drinking different wines
• new wine paring application for the iPhone 

	
	 Negative buzz: Negative comments on the blog must be responded to in a timely fashion. 
	 Comments will be responded to publicly to create transparency and the winery will 
	 respond constructively and ask for ways to make the experience with Eola Hills better in 
	 the future. 
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Tactics:
• After monitoring other related blogs, set up the blog through Wordpress and embed in

	   the Eola Hills Web site.
• Write an introductory post, introducing the blog, what it hopes to provide readers and

              some topics readers can look forward to seeing. Discuss the benefits of  the wine club on 
	   the first post.

• Set up a blog roll offering readers a list of  other blogs and related sites to visit. See
	    Appendix A. 

• Write a blog comment policy.
• Create an internal calendar for blog posts. Be consistent in the timing of  posts. Post 3-5  

	    times a week.
• Register the blog with Google Analytics and Technorati in order to evaluate analytics on

	    visitors to that blog.
• Search Engine Optimize the blog using key words and tags.
• In blog posts, include multimedia such as videos, photos and links.
• Include guest posts from wine club members. 
• Offer a coupon for joining the wine club unique to the blog. 
• Ask questions in blog posts to stimulate conversation and comments by readers. 
• Invite wine club members to send photos of  themselves enjoying the wine club at Eola

              Hills.

Evaluation:

On August 31, 2010, the membership of  the wine club will be measured against the current 
membership. Quantitative success will occur if  membership has increased by 25 percent. 
Qualitative success can be measured by the viewership of  the blog and the community that the 
blog has created. If  the blog offers any coupon for wine club membership, wine club membership 
success directly related to the blog could be measured as well.
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Appendix

Blogging Code of  Ethics (adapted from Blogging Policy Examples by Charlene Li, from 
www.groundswell.com)

1. Eola Hills will tell the truth and write openly and honestly in all blog posts.

2. Eola Hills will acknowledge and correct mistakes promptly.

3. Eola Hills will preserve the original post, and if  changes are made to that post, changes 
will be noted.

4. Eola Hills will never delete a post.

5. Eola Hills will not delete comments unless they are spam or off-topic

6. Eola Hills will reply to comments when appropriate.

7. Eola Hills will strive for quality of  information for its readers in every post.

8. Eola Hills will answer and dialogue about any negative comments publicly.

9. Eola Hills will give credit to any outside information, sources or links used in the blog.

10. Eola Hills will disclose conflicts of  interest, and will never allow employees or those related 
to the winery ghost comment on the blog or any other related blog.

Comment Policy: Eola Hills respects and invites all comments so long as they are on topic 
and respectful, and are not personal attacks or spam. Comments will be responded to promptly. 

Web site
The Oregon Wine Blog
Willamette Valley Vineyards
West Hills Wine Blog
Beyond the Bottle
PinotGuy’s Wine Blog
I Love Oregon Wine
Oregon Wines
Avalon Wine
Southern Oregon Wine Blog
Food and Wine

Name URL
Several contributors www.theoregonwineblog.com 
Willamette Valley Vineyards http://willamettevalleyvineyards.blogspot.com/
Sirpa P and John P http://westhillswineblog.blogspot.com/
Thad Westhusing beyondthebottle.com
Robert Wolfe http://oregonpinotnoir.blogspot.com/
none listed www.iloveoregonwine.com 
none listed www.oregonwines.com 
Various contributors www.avalonwine.com/wordpress/
Chris Jiron and Christine Collierwww.southernoregonwineblog.com
none listed www.fodandwine.com 

Influencers
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